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Stationary State Scattering Theory *)

by W. O. Amrein, V. Georgescu and J. M. Jauch

Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

(9. XII. 70)

A bstract. We give a rigorous mathematical derivation of the stationary state scattering theory
from the time-dependent theory. The basic tool used is the spectral integral for operator valued
functions with an operator valued measure. The chief result is the correct interpretation and
validation of the formal expressions often used in stationary state scattering theory.

1. Introduction

There are two main approaches to the mathematical formulation of quantum
mechanical scattering theory, the time-dependent and the time-independent or
stationary state scattering theory. Most of the textbooks present both, but the precise
relation between the two methods has remained elusive [6]. In this paper we shall
establish the link between the two methods and thereby incidentally also justify some
of the purely formal manipulations of the stationary method.

In the time-dependent scattering theory one considers the actual time-evolution
of a wave packet for a particle under the influence of the interaction with a scattering
center or with another particle. The asymptotic behavior of such wave packets in the
remote past and the distant future is then approximately that of a free particle and
the transition operator which connects the two asymptotic states is the scattering
operator (or S-operator) which contains all the observable information on the
scattering system.

In the stationary theory one studies solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger

equation with an eigenvalue parameter belonging to the continuous part of
the spectrum of the total Hamiltonian operator. These solutions lie outside the Hilbert
space. They are characterized by certain asymptotic properties for large distances
from the scattering center which are partly motivated by physical considerations.
(For instance incident wave plus outgoing scattered wave.) The observable quantities,
in particular the S-operator, are then obtained from the asymptotic properties of such
solutions.

The two methods are mathematically very different, and it is not at all obvious
that the final objects of the calculations, the S-operators, are indeed indentical for
the two cases. It is therefore a natural question to ask whether the two methods are in
fact equivalent.

1) Based on a diploma thesis by V. Georgescu.
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The question is difficult to answer because most presentations of stationary
scattering theory use only formal mathematical manipulations which must first be

interpreted in some sense before they can be made rigorous and then compared with
the time-dependent method. The latter has become a well developed mathematical
theory. An exposition and review of much of this work is found in Kato [15].

It is thus clear that, in order to carry out such a comparison and a study of the
possible equivalence of the two methods, the stationary theory must first be developed
on the same level of mathematical rigour as it has been possible for the time-dependent
one.

This problem has been the object of much research during recent years. It does

not have a unique solution. Indeed there have been at least four different methods
used in order to complete the stationary scattering theory in the sense indicated above.
A review of some of these methods will be found in the lectures of Kato and Kuroda [1].

In our opinion some of these methods, although completely correct from the
mathematical point of view, use techniques which are sometimes rather removed
from the conceptual context of the physicists. Thus for instance in the method of
Kato and Kuroda one introduces a subset X CU ot the Hilbert space, considered
itself as a Banach space with its own independent norm, and one interprets some of
the operators of the theory in this space. In the end result, after the construction of
the wave and scattering operators has been accomplished, this space disappears. This
fact and the fact that the choice of X is to some extent arbitrary may make this
theory, in the view of a physicist, appear somewhat artificial, in spite of the fact that
some very powerful results have been obtained with it.

Another technique which has been used is that of a generalized eigenfunction
expansion for the total Hamiltonian operator. Here, too, some very important
results were obtained but for their validity one needs assumptions for instance in the
form of some gentleness or regularity conditions for the perturbation operator [16]-[18].
These assumptions, although certainly quite reasonable and very weak, have the
disadvantage that they cannot easily be motivated in terms of the physical
interpretation of the theory.

In view of these circumstances we have found it useful to develop further a
method first proposed in connection with scattering theory by Galindo [14]. A similar
approach was recently considered independently again by Prugovecki [3] and by
Birman and Solomjak [4].

This method has the advantage that it does not need any other assumptions than
the so-called strong asymptotic condition, which itself is directly interprétable in
physical terms, together with the usual assumption concerning the range of the wave
operators which is necessary for the unitarity of the scattering operator.

The essential mathematical tool used in this theory is a type of integral of an
operator-valued function with an operator- (or vector-) valued measure which we shall
call the spectral integral. Integrals of this kind have been used by mathematicians for
some time [5]. Their usefulness for scattering theory is a relatively more recent
discovery. Physicists have not yet used this kind of integration to any extent. We
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hope that through this paper they will become familiar with this mathematical tool
and recognize it as the appropriate language for stationary scattering theory.

The spectral integral may be considered as a natural generalization of the
functional calculus for operators, and its use permits us to formulate some of the important
results in scattering theory with a certain conciseness and elegance. The manipulation
of the integral is extremely easy and we shall show that several deeper lying results of
scattering theory are readily obtainable with the help of this tool.

The principal problem that we propose to solve in this paper is the passage from
the time-dependent to the stationary formalism. The basic quantities in the former
theory (e.g. the wave operators) will first be expressed in terms of a Bochner integral
of certain operators over the time variable. These integral formulas have been known
for a long time and are indispensible in the mathematical development of time-
dependent scattering theory. By the use of the functional calculus some of the
operators in this Bochner integral will be expressed as a spectral integral. The two
integrals can be interchanged and the time integral can then be evaluated. The
remaining spectral integral is then the desired formula for the quantity in question.
The main problem of mathematical nature is to establish under what conditions these
two integrals can be interchanged and to verify that these conditions are in fact
satisfied for the integrals that we encounter in scattering theory.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the two
types of integrals used in this paper, the Bochner integral and the spectral integral.
Section 3 gives the known results of the integral representations in the time-dependent
formalism. Section 4 contains the main result in the form of theorem 3 which permits
the passage from the Bochner integral to the spectral integral. In Section 5 we apply
this result for the establishment of the principal basic formulae of the stationary state
theory, and finally in Section 6 we give similar results for the scattering operator.

2. Mathematical Preliminaries

We shall need two types of integrals of operator valued functions, one with
respect to a numerical valued measure on the reals and one with respect to a spectral
measure for a selfadjoint operator. The former are called Bochner integrals, the latter
spectral integrals.

The Bochner integral has been extensively treated in the literature. It suffices
to give a brief summary of this integral here. For details we refer to the literature.
In the applications that we have in view the functions to be integrated will always be
continuous. We shall therefore give the definition of the Bochner integral for
continuous functions in the form of a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. However, our main
result (theorem 3) will be proved without continuity assumptions and makes use of
the more general definition of Bochner integrability for arbitrary Borel functions [8].

Let ?/ be a Hilbert space and /: (a, b) ->1i a function from the finite interval
(a, b) to vectors in "U, continuous in the strong (that is norm-) topology of "U- Let
¦ji: a A0 < Xx < • • • < Xn b be a partition of (a, b), define \n \ sup \X( — X,~x \

î= l,...,n
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and choose for every i a point X, e (X,-x, X,). We denote by P(a, b) the set of all such
partitions.

We define the Riemann sum

z»(f)=Zf(X-)(ii-ii-i). (i)
i-l

If {nfj is a sequence of partitions from P(a, b) such that | nr \ -> 0 for r -> oo,
the strong limit of Sn (/) can be shown to exist and is called the Bochner integral of /
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We shall write

b

ff(X)dX s-lim Eff) (2)

a

and say that the function / is integrable (B).

If /: R -> "U is continuous and \\f(X) [| is Lebesgue integrable on (a, oo), then
b

s-lim ff(X) dX (3)

a

exists and defines the Bochner integral of f(X) over the interval (a, oo), and similarly
for the lower limit a -> — oo.

We have chosen the Riemann type integral and the strong limit. One can
generalize the measure and use a weak definition of the Bochner integral. For the
relation between the two see [9].

The fundamental theorem of Lebesgue is valid for Bochner integrals ([8],
theorem 3.7.9). We shall use it in the following form:
Theorem (Lebesgue): Let (a, b) be a finite or infinite interval and /„: (a, b) ->¦ ?/ a

sequence of integrable functions (B) which converges almost everywhere to a function
/: (a, b) -> "U. If there exists a Lebesgue integrable function g: (a, b) -> R such that
almost everywhere \\f„(X) || < g(X) for all n, then / is integrable (73) and

b b

s-lim [ fn(X)dX= ff(X)dX. (4)
n-*oo J J

a a

This theorem gives thus the condition under which a limit can be interchanged
with a Bochner-integral. It will be essential in the following.

The /3-integral can easily be extended to functions whose values are bounded or
even unbounded operators in ?/. Indeed let u: X ->¦ u(X) (X 6 (a, b) C R) be such a
function and let D„(A) C 14 be the domain of the operator u(X). Let yteUbe such that

b

u(X) tp is defined for all X e (a, b). If / u(X) %p dX exists, we define
a

I J u(X)dX \y>= fu(X)y>dX (5)

\a fab

so that / u(X) dX is an operator defined on
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b
1

V I f e 11 | / u(X) y> dX exists [. (6)

b

Note that / u(X) dX may be unbounded even if all the operators u(X) are bounded.
a

Furthermore the domain T> may not be the largest domain on which the operator
exists. In fact it may happen that the operator defined by (5) can be extended by
continuity to a larger domain than X). We shall presently see examples of this from
scattering theory.

The foregoing theory of the S-integral can now be extended to the spectral
integral in a formally analogous manner. To this end let us consider a spectral
family Ex, that is a non-decreasing family of projections as a function of X e R. Let
ipellhe fixed, (a, b) C R an arbitrary bounded interval and u(X) as above.

In complete analogy with (1) we define

27»=2>ß) (E*i-EM-i)v-
i=l

In order that this makes sense we require that

E* V ell€Q,b)Du(f> for all X 6 (a, b)

This is always the case if DM) D Dh and tp e Dh where H / X dEx.

If the strong limit of E„(u) exists and is the same for all sequences of partitions
n e P(a, b) such that \n | -> 0, then we define

b

j u(X) dEx tp s- lim £„(u) (8)

a

Just as before we can extend the definition to infinite intervals by taking strong
limits. For instance for the interval (a, oo) one defines

00 b

1 u(X) dEx tp s- lim / u(X) dEx tp (9)

a a

A similar formula gives the integral for (— oo, a) and for (— oo, + oo).

The integrals defined here are special cases of a more embracing integral theory
which we shall not need here but only indicate briefly, in order to situate the theory
in a more general mathematical context.

Let "X, X), 2 be three Banach spaces and let there be given a continuous bilinear
map from Xx %) into ï such that

(x, y) -> x y z e Z

Let m: B -> t/ be a measure defined on the cr-algebra B of Borel subsets of a
finite interval (a, b) of the real line. Let u: (a, b) ->¦ X be a function on (a, b) with
values in X-

We are interested to define an integral of this function with respect to the
measure m.
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We define a partition n of (a, b) as a finite family of intervals /4,- e B with the
property

n

Ai nAj= 0 if i 4= j and (a, b) \J A{
i-l

Let pt be the Lebesgue measure on (a, b) and \n\ sup pi(At).
i

For every partition we form the generalized Riemann sum
n

Z„(u)=£u(Xi)m(Ai)eZ (10)
i-l

where X'{ sAt. Since u(X'{) e X, m(A{) e Ij, the sum of products of such terms is in Z
as indicated in formula (10). If the sum (10) converges for all sequences of partitions ti
such that | tt | -*- 0, then one defines the integral as the limit

b

J u(X) dm lirn^Sfu) (11)

a

The limit is understood to be taken in the topology defined by the norm of the
Banach space Z.

It is clear that the spectral integral defined by (8) is a special case of the integral
(11) if the operators u(X) are bounded. To see this it suffices to identify

X 93(7/), v=\n, z #,
u: R -> SB(7f) m(A) EAtp.

Integrals of the type (11) were studied by Bartle [11] and by Gowurin [12]. The
theory is non-trivial in the sense that not every 73-measurable and bounded function
is integrable. An additional property of the measure is needed in order to ensure
integrability of such functions [12]. In the special case which interests us we do not
need the theory in its full generality so that the integrals in question always exist,
as we shall demonstrate in the following.

For future reference we list five properties of the spectral integral that we shall
frequently use in the rest of the paper.

(1) The operator valued function u(X) defined on the finite interval (a, b) is

integrable with respect to the vector-valued measure X -> Ex tp if and only if there
exists a vector coeU such that for every e > 0 there exists a ô > 0 with the property

tce P(a, b) and \tc\ < ô =» \\co — Z„(u) || < e

(2) If u is integrable on (a, b) and on (b, c) (finite or infinite) with respect to
Ex tp, then u is integrable on (a, c) and

c b c

/ u(X) dEx tp / u(X) dEx tp + u(X) dEx tp

a a b

(3) If ux, u2 are integrable on (a, b) (finite or infinite) with respect to Ex tp and
if B: U -> U is bounded, then X |-> B ux(X) + u2(X) is also integrable and

b b b

/ [Bux (X) + u2(X)] dExtp B j ux(X) dEx tp + / ufX) dExip
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(4) If u is integrable on (a, b) (finite or infinite) with respect to Extp, ii A:
Da -s- U (Da C "U) is closed and if A u(X) is integrable on (a, b) with respect to Extp,
then

b b

A u(X) dEx tp I A u(X) dEx tp

(5) If m is integrable on the interval (a, b) (finite or infinite) with respect to Ex tpx

and Ex tp2, then it is integrable on (a, b) with respect to X |-> Ex (a tpx + tpf (a e C),
and

b b b

u(X) dEx (a tpx + tp2) a u (X) dEx tpx + u(X) dExtp2
a a

Only property (1) is not immediately obvious, so we shall prove it here.

Proof of (1): Suppose first that u is integrable, and assume that the statement of (1)
is not true. Then there exists an e0 such that for all ô > 0 there exists a ns e P(a, b)

with \tis\ < ô and

Here we have written co for the integral (which is supposed to exist). Choose <3r ljr,
r =1,2, then nr ndr satisfies \nr\ < ljr and \\co — U„r(u) || > e0. Thus the

sequence £„r(u) does not converge to co, which contradicts the hypothesis.

Conversely, suppose there exists a vector satisfying the conditions required in (1).
Let Ttr (r 1,2, be a sequence of partitions with \tct \ -> 0 for r -> oo. It follows
that ||co — 2~Jnr(u) || -> 0 for r -^ oo. Since the sequence is arbitrary, the function u(X)

is integrable.

This proves property (1) in full.

3. Integral Representations in the Time-Dependent Formalism

We shall assume in this section that we are dealing with a simple scattering
system (for the definitions, cf. Jauch [13]). More specifically we impose the following
conditions:

(Ö) H0 and H H0+ V are selfadjoint on a common dense domain

V=DH DHo (12)

and V is symmetric on a domain Dy D T).

(A) For all tp e U the strong limits

S-Jj™ v* Uttp tp± Q±tp (13)

exist where Vt e~im, Ut e-iH«1.

(B) Hn has absolutely continuous spectrum.

(C) .R+ R- N where R± denotes the range of Q± and N is the orthogonal
complement of the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of H.
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The conditions (A), (B) and (C) suffice for a complete theory of the time-dependent

scattering formalism for simple systems.

The important quantities in this theory are

(1) the wave operators (M0ller operators) Q±,

(2) the scattering operator (Heisenberg operator) S Q* Û+,
(3) T± Q±-I,
(4) R= S - I,
The M0ller operators have the interesting property

HQ QH0 (14)

and S as well as R commute with H0

[R, H0] 0= [S, Hn] (15)

The following theorem was proved in references [13, 14] :

Theorem 0:

(1) If (A) is satisfied, then

Q± s-lim Q±s
el 0

where
o

Q+e e [ eetVf*Utdt,

Q_e eje-etV*Utdt.
0

(2) If (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied, then

Q*= s-lim Q*

where

Q* s I est U* Vt dt

Q*e e I e-etU* Vtdt.
o

The integrals which are used here are integrals in the sense of Bochner, defined in
Section 2. The proof is considerably simplified because the integrand consists of
bounded operators only.

In the following we shall also use integral representations with unbounded
integrands. In this case we need a further property which ensures sufficient regularity
for the domains. This is exactly the property (Ö).
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Theorem 1 :

(1) If (0) and (A) are satisfied, then

L, s-lim i / e-£t V* V U. dt
'U «Jo J t t

T+1_ s-lim - i / eet V* V Ut dt

415

V I o

(16)

(2) If (0), (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied, then in addition to the above representation
(16), one has

lv s-lim
e[ 0

i / e-st U* V Vt dt

n\V - s-lvm i f e-Uf V Vt dt

(17)

In the above formulae T [£> denotes the restriction of the operator T to the domain X).

Although T Q — I represents a bounded operator, the above equations are valid
only on the common dense set Tf.

Since the set X) is dense, the operator 77 is the continuous extension to the entire
Hilbert space of the operator T |£) as defined by the Bochner integrals of Theorem 1.

We precede the proof by establishing first

Lemma 1: Let A be a selfadjoint operator on a complex separable Hilbert space H,
Da C 11 its domain of definition and Rz= (A — z)-1 its resolvent operator (ze C — R).

If B is a linear operator with dense domain DB and if
DACDB, DaC Db,

then

(1) B Rz is bounded for all z e C — R,

(2) there exist two finite numbers a, b y 0 such that for all tp e Da

\\Btp\\^a\\Atp\\ + b\\tp\\. (18)

Proof: The operator B Rz is defined everywhere, since RJfU) C DA C DB. If
tp e DA C Db» then for all tpelt, we have by using the definition of an adjoint
operator

(73 Rz cp, tp) (Rz cp, B* tp) (cp, R* B* tp) (tp, (B Rf* tp)

We write

(73 Rz cp, tp) (cp, tp*) for all cp e "U, tp e DA ¦

We shall next verify that this relation is valid for all tpeli.To see this, let tp 6 It
and consider a sequence tpn e Da such that tp s- lim tpn. Such a sequence exists,
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because Da is dense in U- For every n 1, 2, we have (73 Rz cp, ipf) (cp, tp*).
Since the left-hand side converges for n -> oo and for all cp e li, we have established
that the sequence tp* converges weakly to a limit tp*, so that for this tp*

(B Rz <p, tp) (cp, tp*) for all cp e U

This shows that tp e D^BR )t Since tp was arbitrary in H, it follows that D^BR =?/.

It follows then that (73 Rf* (73 Rz) is symmetric and defined everywhere. Hence
it is bounded. From this, it follows that 73 R2 is also bounded, since for all tp e H

\\BRztp\\2 (73 Rztp, BRztp) (tp, (73 Rf* B Rztp) <
< \\tp || |I (73 Rf* B Rztp || < || (73 Rf* B Rz || ||¥ ||».

Furthermore, we have for all ^ e 73^

HByll ||B 7?, Rj-iyll < ||73 ÄJ ||ÄT» V|| < ||73 Ä,|
This finishes the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: If (0) is satisfied and for tp e X) we define

tpt=V*Uttp, tp'=Ut*Vttp.
Then

\AV\

dtpt

dt

dtp'

dt

iV*VUttp

-iU*VVtW
(19)

Furthermore the functions t -> Vf V U,tp and t —> Ut* VVtip are strongly continuous.

Proof of Lemma 2: We prove one half of the lemma, for instance that which
refers to tpt, the other half is then almost identical. By Stone's theorem one has for any
9?et>

s-lim t+s * + i H V. | w - 0

s-lim t+s~ * + i Hn Xj\
cp 0

refore

dtp, 1 1
—-— s-lim — (w,. „ — tp.) s-lim— (VA, U,..--V*Ut)f

s-lim
E->0 ~ (V*+e Ut+e - Vt*+S Ut)tp+~ (V*+e ut - V* Ut) tp

We decompose the first term on the right-hand side into two as follows

'V* ¦
i yt+s V?) (Ut + e Ut)y> vt* — (ut_

e
Ut)tp.
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Here the second tends to Vt*(—i Hf) Uttp and the first tends to zero, because

\\{Vtl.-V*)±-(Ut+.-Uàip\\<!

< \\(VtX,-V*) (-iH0tp)\\+\\(Vt*+s- Vf)

rrr

V* (-iH0 + iH)Uttp i Vf VUty>

1

(Ut+e-Ut) + iHn
e

YII

and each term on the right tends separately to zero. Thus we find

dtp,

dt

and this proves the first half of the statement of Lemma 2.

Let us verify next that the function t -> Vf V Ut tp is strongly continuous for
tpeX). Since by assumption (0), DH X) CDy CDY, we can use Lemma 1 to give
for all tp e X)

||P y II tfa\\H0tp\\ + b \\tp\\ (0 <« <oo, 0 < Z> < oo)

Also, for any tpeX)

\\V* VUttp- V* V Utotp\\ < \\V* V (Ut - Ut)tp\\ + \\(V* - V*) v uuW\\.

The second term obviously tends to zero since V, is strongly continuous. The first
term also tends to zero with t0 ->- t because it is equal to

W (Ut - Ut)tp\\ < a \\(Ut - UA Hntp\\ + b \\(Ut - Ut)tp\\^0.
This proves all of Lemma 2 referring to the functions tpt.

Now, we proceed to the proof of theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1: We prove the first of the relations (16). Let tpeX) and e > 0.

With lemma 2, we find that dtpfdt is strongly continuous. Thus for any finite interval
(a, b) C R we can integrate the left-hand side of

b b

l e"St ~dL dt * / 6"et V* VUtfdt
a a

by parts and obtain
b b

Vb e-eh - tpa e-8a + s f e-et tpt dt i f e~st Vt*V Ut tpdt -

a a

We set a 0 and pass to the limit b -> + oo. Finally we take the limit 6[ 0 which
exists because of condition (A) and theorem 0. Hence

T_ U s-lim if e~et V* V Uttp dt.

This establishes the first of the relations (16). The proof for the other relations is
similar and will be omitted.
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Theorem 2:

If conditions (0) and (A) are verified, then

T_ v~ s-lim
e{ 0 y-

0

ut ¥Vii__Utdt,

T+ v s-lim
s J 0

0

e" U* V Q+ Ut dt.

H. P. A.

(20)

Proof: Let tp e X). The intertwining relation H Q- Û- H0 implies Q-(X>) C X). Thus
Fi- rpeX)- Hence it follows from the second relation in (19) that

^ =-*^ VVtQ_tp.

Reasoning in the same way as in the proof of theorem 1, we get
oo oo

- Q- tp + s fVe' U* VtQ_tpdt=- i f e~Et U* VVtQ_tpdt.
0 0

Since Q- tp e R~, the strong limit as e \ 0 of the integral on the left-hand side exists
as a consequence of assumption (A) and equals ß* Q- tp tp. Using also V, Fi- ii- Ut
for the right-hand member, we obtain

00

-(Q--I)tp= s-lim - i re-*t rj* vQ_Uttpdt.
0

This proves the first of the relations (19). The second is proved similarly, and this
establishes theorem 2.

The integral representations which are the content of theorems 1 and 2 have
been known and used for a long time. We have established them here again in order
to bring out the conditions and range for their validity, and to give a unified treatment
in parallel with the spectral integral representations to be established in the next
section.

Here we remark for the moment only that the formulae (16) and (20) have a
certain kinship with the so-called Lippmann-Schwinger equations which one often
finds in the literature on scattering theory as the basic equations for the stationary
theory [6].

These equations are given in two forms

WW WoW - „ \-r ¦ V tp0(XY '(16)'
77 — A + i s

Vi"' (A) VoW - „ \,. V tpF\X)' '(20)'
fl0 — A + l S

In these equations some sort of limit s | 0 is to be taken. We have put them in quotes
in order to emphasize their mathematically doubtful meaning and we have given
them the equation numbers to which they correspond.
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A similar pair of equations is obtained by reversing the sign of e. They correspond
to the second of the pair of equations (16) and (20).

From the integral representations (16) and (20), one obtains easily other integral
representations for the S-operator which are also known but which we shall not need
for the moment. We shall now rather concentrate on our main task of transcribing
these integral representations into spectral integrals which furnish us the exact
interpretation of equations such as '(lb)' and '(20)'.

4. Spectral Integral Representations

In this section we shall derive the basic equations for the stationary state
scattering theory. The procedure to be followed is the following:

In an integral such as the first of equation (16) we replace for instance the operator
Ut by its spectral resolution Ut J exp (—iXt) dE\, where E\ is the spectral family
associated with the selfadjoint operator H0, the generator of the group Ut. We obtain
then a double integral, one over the spectral variable X (the energy in the physical
interpretation) and the other one over t (the time). If we interchange the order of
integration, we observe that the resultant integral over t can be carried out to give a
resolvent operator, and we arrive at the spectral integral representation of the
operator Q.

The important point in this sequence of manipulations is the interchange of the
two integrals. If we were dealing with Lebesgue integration such an interchange could
readily be justified by basing it on the fundamental theorem of Fubini. However our
integrals are not of the Lebesgue type. There are three points of difference: the
integrand is an operator-valued function, one of the measures is operator-valued and
we have defined (for technical reasons) the integrals as Riemann-type integrals.

For these reasons the interchange of the two integrals needs a separate proof,
which is the main content of this section. The proof is based on Lebesgue's theorem
quoted at the beginning of Section 2 concerning the interchange of a limit with an
integral.

Once this interchange of the integrals is established, we have a stationary state
formalism which can be derived from the time-dependent one, and which has therefore
the same degree of mathematical precision as the latter.

We begin this section with the crucial theorem which establishes the validity of
the mentioned interchange of integrals.

Theorem 3:

Let

I. Fx be a spectral family defining a selfadjoint operator A / X dFx in a separable
Hilbert space "U,

II. (a, b) and (c, d) two (finite or infinite) intervals on the real line and u : (a, b) X (c, d) -> C

a complex valued function denoted by u(X, t), X 6 (a, b) and t e (c, d),

III. 73, (te R) a family of (not necessarily bounded) linear operators in H,
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IV. tp e Da a fixed vector in the domain of A.
Assume that:

(1) The integrals
b b

I u(X, t) dFx tp and / u(X, t) dFx A tp

a a

exist for all t e (c, d).

(2) For all t e (c, d) one has Da C DBt and there exist positive constants oq, ß, such

that for every cp e Da

\\Btip\\<*tU<P\\ + ßt\\<P\\-

(3) For all cp e Da and for all X e (a, b) the function t —=>- u(X, t) Bt cp is integrable (73)

on (c, d).

(4) There exists a function v. (c, d) -> R such that

(a) ] u(X, t) ] < v(t) for all X e (a, b) and t e (c, d)

(b) t\->v(t)(at\\Atp\\ + ßt\\tp\\)

is Lebesgue integrable on (c, d).

Then the existence of one of the two integrals

/ f Bt{fu(X,t)dFxtp\dt,
c \a /

J'= [( fu(X, t) Bt dt\dFx tp

a \c /
entails the existence of the other one, and J J' ¦

Proof: Suppose that / exists. We shall first establish that the operators 73, can be
taken inside the spectral integral, i.e.

J =jlfu(X,t)BtdFxtp\dt. (21)
c \a I

This is an immediate consequence of the assumptions (1) and (2) of the Theorem and
of the following lemma:

Lemma 3: Let Fx be the spectral family of the selfadjoint operator A f X dFx, and
let u: R^-C be an integrable function on the (finite or infinite) interval (a, b) C R

with respect to both of the measures Fx tp and Fx A tp for some tp e Da ¦ Suppose the
linear operator 73: DB->H (DB C H) satisfies the conditions Da C Db, and there

exist a, ß > 0 such that for all tp g Da

\\By,\\^ac\\Ay,\\ + ß\\tp\\. (22)

Then X\-^u(X) B is integrable with respect to the measure Fxtp and
b b

B f u(X) dFx tp fu(X) BdFxtp. (23)
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Proof of Lemma 3: Assume first that (a, b) C R is a finite interval. Let Tee P(a, b)

be a partition of (a, b) and write

^(u)=Zu(Xt)(Fh-Fhi)tp
for some ip e Da Evidently if B u denotes the function X !->¦ w(A) Bt we have

73 r» j; „ß) 73 (7y - F y 27,(73 M)

i-l
To prove the lemma, we must show that (cf. Property (1) of section 2)

A \\B f u(X) dFxtp - Z^B u) \\ -> 0 with |jr|->0.
a

According to the preceding remark this amounts to showing that

!73 dFx V-Z„ («) -> 0 with Ul -> 0

If 73 were bounded the conclusion would follow trivially. For unbounded 73 we note
b

that tp G Da and E„(u) G DA. Next we verify that also / u(X) dFx tp e Da ¦ This follows
a

from the fact that A is selfadjoint and hence closed. For \tc\^~0 both 2~Jn(u) and
m b

A 2F„(u) =£u(XA (7y. — FXi_f Atp converge by hypothesis. Hence / u(X) dFx tp G Da
i-l a

and

A j u(X) dFx tp / u(X) dFx A tp

a a

It follows with (22) that

(24)

A < u(X)dFxtp-En( + ß || u(X)dFxtp-2n(*

and with \tc\ -^Oboth terms on the right tend to zero. Hence s- lim SAB u) exists
b

and is equal to 73 f u(X) dFx tp.
a

Suppose next that the interval (a, b) is infinite. It suffices to prove the case

(a, oo). Since u is integrable on (a, oo) it is by definition integrable on any finite
interval (a, b) with a < &, and

b oo

s- lim / u(X) dFx tp / u(X) dFx tp

a a

For any finite b we have shown that
b b

73 fu(X) dFxtp= j'u(X) BdFxtp.
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AX=\\B u(X) dFxtp- u(X)BdFxip\\=

1173 u(X) dFxtp- / u(X) dFx tp

According to (24), one has for finite b

b b

/ u(X) dFx tpeDA and A / u(X) dFx tp I u(X) dFx A tp

and by hypothesis both expressions converge with b -> oo. Since A is closed one can
conclude

oo oo oo

/ u(X) dFx tp e DA and A / u(X) dFx tp / u(X) dFx A tp

d a a

Hence, according to (22)

A, < <x \\A u(X) dFxtp — I u(X) dFxtp ß \\ u(X)dFxtp- u(X)dFxtp\\.

Since both expressions on the right tend to zero with b -> oo, one can conclude that
Ax -*• 0 with b -> oo. This proves lemma 3.

We now continue with the proof of Theorem 3. Suppose first that (a, b) is finite,
and let tin e P(a, b) (N 1,2, be a sequence of partitions of the interval (a, b)

with \tin I -> 0 for N -> oo. By definition
d

J f \s-lim fN(t)~\dt (25)
C

with

/vW j>ßW. t) B, (FXN - FXN ytl « '-1

By assumption (3) each fjsr(t) is integrable (B) on (c, d). Hence the proof of the theorem
will be accomplished if we can prove the interchange of the (strong) limit N -> oo

with the integral.

In order to do this, we apply the theorem of Lebesgue quoted at the beginning
of Section 2. In order to show its applicability it suffices to show that the functions
fa(t) are uniformly bounded by an integrable function on (c, d). For every N we have
inequalities (we omit the index N on the right to simplify the notation)

n

II/yW II l|S«2>(41) (Fx, - FitJvW
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< a, || j>(4 t) (Fx. - 2y. Atp\\ + ßt \\^uk% t) (7y - FX.J tp || (26)
i-l i-l

Now, using condition (4a) of the hypotheses, we obtain for any tpell
n n

|| 2>(4 t) (Fx. - FX.J <p\\2= Z\ «ß. V I2 » (Fh - F,.J cp |P <
i-l i-l

< v2(t) EII (Fx. - F,.J cp |p v2(t) || JT (Fx. - Fx tp |p <
i-l i-l

<v2(t)\\cp\\2.

After substituting this inequality once with tp A tp and once with tp tp into (26),
we obtain finally

\\fN(t)\\<v(t)(*t\\Ay,\\ + ßt\\tp\\) (27)

and this is integrable (77) by hypothesis (4b). This accomplishes the proof of theorem 3

for finite intervals (a, b).

Two more applications of Lebesgue's theorem permit us to extend the proof to
infinite intervals. It suffices for instance to consider (a, oo) with finite a.

Let &zv (TV 1, 2, be a sequence a < b^ < oo, bjsr -> oo with N -> oo and let

JN fl I u(X,t) BtdFxtp\dt= f I fu(X, t) Bt dt\dFxtp
c \a / a \c I

The equality of the two expressions was just proved, since b$ < oo. Thus it suffices
to verify that

â I oo

s- lim Jir / / u(X, t) 73, dFx tp) dt.
c \a

To see this, let
bN

FN(t) Ju(X,t)BtdFxtp
a

and let us verify first that F^{t) is integrable (B) on (c} d). Now
n

FN(t) s-Urn^wß, t) 73, (Fx. - TyJ tp s-^jm g(t)

Each g%(t) is integrable (B) on (c, d), according to the hypothesis (3). Furthermore
just as for (27) we have

||g*W II < »(<)(«, IM v 11 +Ally ID

since this inequality is independent of the length of the interval (a, bx). Applying the
theorem of Lebesgue for the sequence gf(t) with fixed TV and \tc \ -> 0, it follows that
its limit Fjf(t) is also integrable (73). Furthermore

bN bN

\\FN(t)\\=\\Bt u(X, t) dFx f || < cx, \\A /u(X, t) dFxtp|| +
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+ ßt\\ u(X,t)dFxtp\\=oit u(X,t) \2d\\FxAtp
1/2

ßt j\u(X,t)\2d\\Fxtp\\2
1/2

^v(t)(xt\\Atp\\ + ßt\\tp\

and this is integrable (L) by hypothesis (4).

Thus Legesgue's theorem is again applicable for the sequence F^(t) with TV -> oo
and

/' s- lim Jn / s- lim F^(t) dt — J
N—>oo J N—>oo

c

This proves one half of theorem 3. The proof of the other half is similar and will not be

given here since it will not be needed in the following.
We shall also need a slightly different version of theorem 3 which can be proved

in the same way as above:

Theorem 3':

Let the hypothesis of theorem 3 be true. Then the existence of one of the two
integrals

d b

K= f dt ju(X,t)dFxBttp
c a

b d

K'= f dFx I' u(X,t) Bttpdt
a c

implies the existence of the other one and K K'.

5. Applications of the Preceeding Results

As we have outlined at the beginning of the preceeding section the passage from
time-dependent to the time-independent scattering theory is accomplished by the
interchange of a Bochner integral with a spectral integral. The conditions for the
validity of this operation were formulated in the hypotheses of theorem 3. It suffices
now to verify that in scattering theory these conditions are verified and theorem 3

will supply us with a rich harvest of basic formulae in the stationary state formalism of
scattering theory.

We denote by Rz= (H — z)"1, 7?° (770 — z)_1 the two resolvent operators and
we shall use the well known formulae

Ut= \e-iUdE\

Vt=fe-MdEx,

(28)0

(28)



(29)
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oo

Rz i f eizt Vtdt lmz>0
o

0

Rz= -i feizt Vtdt Im z < 0

—oo

where E\ is the spectral family for H0 and Ex the spectral family for H.

Theorem 4:

If (A) is satisfied then

Q- s-lim i e R, .-. dE0, s-lim — i s / dEx R0,,,-,,
ejo J À-'e * .10 J A X+le

R R

ß+ s-Jjn - iejRx+u dEl - s-hm i eJdEx R°x_ie.
R R

If (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied, then

Q* s-lim - i e fdE\ Rx,- s-lim t s fR°x ir dE-,

R R

^* s"ï™ ' £/^£" Ä;i-i6 S"i^ ~ iefR°+i°dE* •

R

Proof: It suffices to prove a typical one of these formulae, for instance (30). By
theorem 0 we have

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

with

ß_ s-lim Q_
e|0

Q_etp e e-et V* Ut tp dt e / V* j e-i{X-ie)t dE\ tp \dt.
0 0 \ R /

The hypotheses of theorem 3 are verified with A H0, Fx E°x, (a, b) R, (c, d)
(0, oo), u(X, t) exp[-t (X - i e) t], 73, V*. v(t) exp(-e t), a, 0, ßt 1, and
the theorem 3 gives

Q-etp iejRx_iedE°xtp.
R

Passing to the limit e -> + 0 gives (30). The proof of the first part of the other formulae
is similar and can be omitted. The second equalities in (30)-(33) can be obtained in
the same way by using theorem 3'.

Theorem 5:

Suppose that conditions (0) and (A) are satisfied. Then

T-\v s-lim -JRx-is V dE\ s-limJdEx V R°x+ie, (34)
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T+ b Hfo -fR*+* v dE° s-sTofdE*v R°x-ie ¦ (35)
R R

Suppose that conditions (0), (A), (B) and (C) are verified. Then

T* b H?« -JdE° V R*+* S-ff0 [%-*' V dE* • (36)
R R

T* b Hft -|rf£°F **-* sirW*°+- v dE* ¦ (37)
R R

Proof: It suffices to prove a typical one of these formulae, for instance (34). We start
with the first of equation (16), and choose atpeX).

oo oo

T_e tp i fe~et Vf* VUttpdt=i [dt V* V fe-i[^ie)i dE°xtp

0 ORIn theorem 3 we now choose A H0, Fx= El, (a, b) R, (c, d) (0, oo), u(X, t)

exp[— i (X — ie) t], Bt Vt*V. Condition 1 is then satisfied. For condition 2 we
remark that according to (0) and Lemma 1

||F/*7v||-||7y||<a||JïoV|| + /î||v>||.
Thus for condition 2 it suffices to choose a, a, ßt ß. Condition 3 is satisfied
because t —>• exp [— i (X — i e) t] Vf V cp is strongly continuous and bounded by
exp(— et) ||Fç>||. For condition (4) we put v(t) ex-p(-et).

Thus theorem 3 applies and we can exchange the integration to obtain the first
part of (34).

For the second part of (34) we must reason differently. Here we have to take
A H, Fx= Ex, Bt=VUt. From (0) and Lemma 1 we know also that there exist
a, ß ^ 0 such that

|| F y || <oc \\Htp\\ + ß \\tp\\ tor all tp e X) ¦

Thus

tp e V - Uttp G V - \\V 17, y || < a ||77 Uttp\\ + ß \\y>\\

Using twice again Lemma 1, we have for cp g X)

\\Hcp\\^tn'\\Hntp\\ + ß'\W\\ (*',ß'>0)
and

\\H0<p\\^aL'\\H<p\\ + ß'\\<p\\ (*.",ß">0)
so that

||Ft7lv»||<aa'||ff0v|| + a^||v>|| + /?||yll<
<aa'a" \\H tp || + [oc a' ß" + a ß' + ß] \\tp\\

Condition 2 of theorem 3 is then satisfied with

a, oc a' oc" /3, a a' ß" + a ß' + ß

For condition 3 we note that t -> V 77, tp is strongly continuous (cf. the last inequality
in the proof of Lemma 3) and \\V Uttp\\ < a'" \\H0tp\\ + ß'" \\tp\\. Conditions (1) and
(4) are then also satisfied and the second part of (34) follows from theorem 3'.



Theorem 6:

If (0) and (A) are satisfied then

T_ |_ s-lim - 1 R°,
,-. V Q dE\lX) s\0 J ^te X

R

s-limfdElVQ_R°x+ie,
R

r+ b s_iTo -fR°+i*v Q+ dE°
R

s-lrmfdElVQ+Rl_ie.
R
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(38)

(39)

Proof: One starts with formulae (20) and uses the same procedure as for the proof of
theorem 5. This accomplishes the proof of theorem 6.

The formulae of the last three theorems constitute the 'Lippmann-Schwinger'
equations of the stationary scattering theory. In particular the merely formal
equations '(16)' and '(20)' correspond to (34) and (38) respectively.

Once this correspondence is established one can proceed step by step to transform
the 'derivations' of the formal theory into correct equations. We shall illustrate this
procedure by deriving some standard results for the S- and 7?-operator (R S — I)
in the stationary state theory.

6. The Scattering Operator in the Stationary State Theory
We shall now derive certain expressions for the 7?-operator, where R S — I

and 5 Q*_ Q+ is the scattering operator.
Since both S and 7? commute with 770, they are operators on the energy shell

only. They can be expressed in terms of the operators V Q+ and ß* F for instance,
by omitting from them all the matrix elements belonging to different values of the
energy. The resulting two operators on the energy shell are then equal and coincide
with the 7c-operator up to a factor —2ni.

This procedure of reducing a given operator to the energy shell is not easy to
formulate correctly since one must somehow produce a <5-function with respect to the
energy variable and such a r3-function has only meaning as a distribution operating
on a test function space. In many applications, there is no assurance that the matrix
elements are functions from a test function space (unless one specifically postulates
this) and then the formal manipulations can be made rigorous only under very
specific and unphysical hypotheses.

All this is not needed in the spectral integral representation and it is just precisely
at this point where the elegance and power of this technique are most evident.

The ^-function is in this formalism replaced by the 'pinch'-operator TIX

RX-ie — R°,+ie which is diagonal in the spectral representation of 770 with the following
diagonal matrix element

nM --(fj-X)2 + e2
¦

It is well-known that for e | 0 this tends to —2 ni ô (pi — X). In the spectral integral
form we need not use a representation for the operators in question and the limit is
valid in the strong operator topology (and not as a point-wise limit).

More precisely this is formulated in the following
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Theorem 7:

If the conditions (0) and (A) are satisfied, then

R b=siW(i?°-" - **+«•> q- v dE° s-lTofdE°Q-v (^-i£ ~ R°+ie) ' (4°)
R R

If the conditions (0), (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied then

R b S-l?Tof(B°x-u - R°x+is) V Q+ dE\ s-lim fdE\ V Q+ (R°x_is - R°x+ie) (41)
R R

Proof: From the definition 5 £i*_ Q+ it follows that
R s - / Q* (Q+ - Q_) Q*_ (T+ - TF)

Using the first part of (34) and (35) we find for tp e X)

Rtp=Q*_ s-limJ(Rx_is - Rx+if V dE\tp
R

Since Q * is bounded, we can take it inside the limit and the integral. After using
the intertwining relation in the form Q* Rz Rz Qt we obtain the desired result, the
first part of formula (40) :

R\v s-limj (Rx_is - R°+if Q* V dEx
R

For the second formula (41) we use

R (Q*_ - Q*+) Q+ (T*_ - T*+) Q+

and substitute the second part of the expressions (36) and (37). Taking account of the
intertwining relation Ex Q+ ii+ E\ we arrive at the first part of the formula (41).
The proof for the second half of (40) and (41) is similar and need not be given here.
This proves theorem 7.

The equations (40) and (41) express the 7?-operator in terms of the potential V
and of the wave operators ii+. They correspond to formula (7.40) in reference [6].
Our final result will be the establishment of a formula for the 7?-operator in terms of
the resolvent 7?A+i0 and the interaction operator. This is the formula (7.41) in
reference [6]. It may be loosely stated as

¦R(X) -2Tci(V-VRx + i0Vy '(42)'

where R(X) is the operator S — / on the energy shell (not to be confused with the
resolvent operator 7?A+(.0!)

It may be obtained from the first of equation (41) by replacing Q+ by its own
spectral integral representation, for instance from the first of equation (35).

This procedure involves two problems of mathematical nature, the first concerns
the reduction of a double spectral integral to a single integral and the second the exact
meaning and validity of a double limit e\0.

If we carry out the above-mentioned substitution of (35) into (41) we obtain for
ally G X)
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Rf= s-%f(Rî-ie- Rx+u) Vll - s-lixnjRx+ieV dE°\ dE\tp (43)
R \

*
R I

Our aim is to transform this expression into

RW= s-Hm s-lim J (R°x-ie, - R°x+is) (V - V Rx+iei V) dE\ tp {42)
R

which is the mathematically precise analogue of the formal expression '(42)'.

We shall begin transforming (43) into (42) by first exchanging the limit e21 0

with the spectral integral. The necessary and sufficient condition for this is established
in

Lemma 4: Under the hypothesis of conditions (0), (A), (B) and (C) the necessary and
sufficient condition for the validity for all xp e X) of

s-lim RUJ.,.V dE°„
lo/ V+»S! p dE\tpj(Rl_ie- R°x+ie) V

R

s-Vmffâ^ - R°x+ie) v(fRß+iei V dE°\ dE\ tp (44)
R \R /

is that for all tp g X)

oo

s-lim [e-*\U* V (Q+ - Ds) Ut +UtV (Q+ - Qs) U*] tp dt 0 (D)
0

where
o

Qe=e f eetV*Utdt (e > 0)

— OO

Proof of Lemma 4: We observe first that, by virtue of (35), equation (44) is equivalent
to

s-Kmf(Rx_iei - Rx+is) V (Q+ - Qe) dE\tp 0 (45)
R

To establish (45), we show that the left-hand side can be transformed into an integral
over t with the help of the formula

±oo

Jr\±Ui V (Q+ - Qt) dE, tp »y>* 77, V (Q+ - Qs) 77,* tp dt (46)
R 0

This formula is obtained from theorem 3 by writing its right-hand side as

±oo

*y>* 77, V (Q+ - Qe) 77,* tp dt
0

iy>* 77, V (Q+ - Qs) IJ eat dEx tp\dt. (47)

The applicability of theorem 3 depends on the following property

\\V(Q+-Qs)tf\\^v.\\Hntp\\ + ß\\tp\\, tpeV;*,ß>0. (48)
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This inequality can be verified by noticing that the condition (0) implies that

(i) feX) ^ OstpeX>,

(ii) \\VQetp\\^M(\\H0tp\\+\\tp\\)
with M independent of e.

The inequality (48) implies also the existence of the integral in (47).

Inserting (46) into (45) leads to

s-lim fe-« [77,* V (Q+ - Qe) Ut+UtV (Q+ - Ü 77,*] tp dt 0 (D)
0

and this proves the lemma 4.

The second step in transforming (43) is the reduction of the double spectral
integral to a single spectral integral. For this we need the formula

IR0'-^V(I R^isJdE^dEltp
R \R "IJ R\±iBV Rx+ieV dE\tp (49)

R

This formula is obtained with the help of

Lemma 5: Let H be a separable Hilbert space and Fx a spectral family of projection
operators. Suppose further that u(X) and v(X) axe two bounded operator valued
functions u: (a, b) -> 23(?/), v: R -> 23(7/) where (a, b) C R may be finite or infinite,
such that

(1) J =fu(X)[fv(pt) dFUFxtp (50)

exists for tpell.
(2) on any finite interval K C (a, b)

(a) sup ||w(A) II M(K) < oo,
XeK

(b) there exist L(K) < oo and a(K) > 1/2 such that for all X, ft G K:

\\v(X)-v(pt)\\^L(K)\X-ft\^K\
Then

b

/'= / u(X) v(X) dFxtp
a

exists and

/ /'•
Proof of Lemma 5: It suffices to prove the lemma 5 for finite intervals (a, b). For
infinite intervals we take the limit either a ->— ooorô^ + ooor both and since this
limit exists for / it exists also for /' and is equal to it.
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We have from the definition of the spectral integral

J s" |]$üo ÈU^ \ fvW dFjFAi tp

where

tc {a X0 < Xx < ¦ ¦ • < X„ — b}

E*=FX: FX;i and Ay (A;_1; XA

Since
A.

J v(lA dF^ (Fx. - FX.J tp =Jv(f) dF^ tp

« h-l
we obtain for (51)

x.
n nl

J='"iSïïoZ1 U^Jv^ dFf y ¦

H-l
We would like to show that this is equal to

n

or equivalently that

s- lim
|»|-»o

2Ju(Xt) fv(fx) dF^tp - 2Ju(Xt) v(Xi) 7y tp

We shall estimate the norm of the left by

i2>ß) v(f) dF^f - v(Xj FAitp <:

431

(51)

< 27ii /O l>M -»&)]^vii =27«,.
i-l { i-lH-l

Let wftX) m(/j) [u(A) — f(/*)]. It follows that

K&) - »,(*¦) II ll«W \A>(h) - v(X2) || <
< \\u(fA \\\\v(Xx) - v(X2) |! < M L \XX - X2\«

and

\\wA\X) || < ||«0«) || \\v(X) - v(pt) \\^ML\X-pt\F
where L is defined as L(K) for K (a, b), and similarly for M and oc.

We can now apply a theorem of Birman and Solomjak (cf. reference [4]) which
gives the following estimate for Sf.

i.
2

S, WxA/AdFpfW <
1 _ 21/2-« -L(Xi-Xi^r + ML(Xi-Xi_xr Fjifh
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Consequently

a„ < const. 2;(A; - A,^ni^, y ||

i-l
< const, sup {(A, - Xj„r)a-ll2}jt(X - X-i)m Itëu tp ||

l</<» i-l
< const. ;tM'2I V[(/, _;.,_, i/*!*! I >f\FA,w\\2\Win \l/2 / »

const. | n I-«« (27[& - Vi) 1,2]2j (27 1^« V

< const. I^l«-1'2 (6 - a)1'2 ||y||2

where the third inequality is obtained by applying the inequality of Schwarz.

It follows that a,, converges to zero with \n \ -*¦ 0, and thus lemma 5 is proved.

Equation (49) is easily obtained from lemma 5 by setting u(X) 7?|±tei V,

v(X) Rx+ie% V and by noticing that

WRx+u. V - Rp+ieJW < const. \X-pt\.
We collect the result in

Theorem 8:

If (0), (A), (B), (C) and in addition condition (D) are satisfied, then for all tp g X)

R V *% S-%{ (RU*, - R°x+ie) (V-V Rx+iSa V) dE\ tp (42)
R

This equation represents the translation of the heuristic formula '(42)' into a

meaningful mathematical expression.

The condition for its validity is the additional property (D). We do not know
whether (D) is an independent condition or whether it can be derived from the others,
in particular from (0) and (A). We have only some minor results in this direction
which we give as

Theorem 9:

(a) If (0) and (A) are satisfied and if in addition s-lim V Qe tp with e j 0 exists for all
tpeX), then condition (D) is satisfied.

(b) If (0), (A) and (B) are satisfied and V R2 is compact for some non-real z, then
condition (D) is also satisfied.

The condition that V R° be compact for non-real z is verified for a large class of
local potentials for the Schrödinger operator 77"0 —Aj(2 w)[19].

Proof:

(a) The vectors (£2+ — Qf 77, tp belong to X) for tp e X) and converge strongly to zero
with e ], 0. From the hypothesis it follows that V (Û+ — Qf 77, tp tends to a limit with
e | 0. Since V is symmetric, this limit is zero.

By applying (48), one obtains
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II*-* 77,* V (Q+ - Qe) 77,tp|| < e-**' (oc \\H0tp\\ + ß \\tp||)

Since this is integrable, Lebesgue's theorem (cf. section 2) applies and gives
oo

s-liin f e~^ U* V (Q+ - Qe) Uttpdt 0.
o

The second integral of (D) is shown to be zero in a similar way. This proves part (a)
of the theorem.

(b) Let tp g X). Using first condition (0) and then lemma 1, one gets

\\V V* 77, tpW < a ||77 Uty>\\ + ß \\tp\\ < oc' ||H0 V|| + ß' \\tp\\.

Thus V Vf Ut tp is uniformly bounded. We shall also see that it converges strongly as

t -> — oo. It then follows that
o

Xe s feetVV*Uttpdt
— oo

converges strongly as s -J. 0 (see for instance lemma 6 of reference [13]). But since V is

symmetric (i.e. V Ç V* and V* is closed), one has %. V Qe tp. Hence, according to
part (a), condition (D) is satisfied.

To show the strong convergence of V Vf 77,tp, we notice that (Vt* 77, — Qf) tpeX).
Hence condition (0) implies

||7 (Vf 77, - Qf) tp\\ < oc \\H (V* Ut -Qf)tp\\ + ß \\(Vt* 77, - Q+) tp\\.

The second term on the right-hand side converges to zero with i^-ooasa
consequence of (A). For the first term we write

\\H (V* 77, - Qf) y|| \\(Hn + V)Uttp-VtHQ+tp\\
||H0 Uttp - VtQ+H0tp + V Uttp\\ y ||(F,* 77, - Qf) H0tp\\ +

+ \\VRzUt(Hn-z)tp\\.
In the last member of this inequality, the first term converges to zero because of (A).
The second term also converges to zero because F T?" is compact by hypothesis and
because 77, (H0 — z) tp converges weakly to zero with t -> — oo as a consequence of
condition (B).

Thus we have shown that

s- lim Wf* Uttp V Q+tp
t—>— oo

and this completes the proof of theorem 9.

7. Conclusion and Final Remarks

We conclude with a few remarks on the significance of the stationary state
formalism for possible future generalisations of scattering theory.

It is by now generally known that condition (A), which is the basis for the time-
dependent scattering theory, is too strong a condition, since it excludes some physi-
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cally important cases. For instance the Coulomb potential does not satisfy condition
(A).

The Coulomb case is a mild example of the persistence of interactions at t ->¦ + oo.
Much stronger examples of this kind are known from field theoretic models of
scattering systems.

It is suggestive to remark that we have not shown the equivalence of the stationary
formalism and the time-dependent one, we have only shown that the former can be
derived from the latter. It seems not impossible that the formulae for stationary
scattering theory, suitable generalized, can be the starting point of a scattering theory
which is adequate on the other side of the Coulomb barrier and may lead to a theory
of scattering with dressing transformations [20, 21]. The results so far obtained along
this line are promising and they will be the object of a future communication.
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